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TYCO SAFETY PRODUCTS CANADA LTD
3301 LANGSTAFF RD
CONCORD, ON L4K 4L2 CANADA

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit accessories  Model(s) HS2ICN, HS2ICNP, HS2LCD, HS2LED

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit accessories, wireless keypad  Model(s) HS2LCDWFPV9, HS2LCDWFP9 and HS2LCDWF9, for use with Models HS2128, HS2064, HS2032, HS2016, when used in conjunction with the compatible Wireless Transceiver Model HSM2HOST9, Model PG9920 RF Repeater, or Keypads with integrated wireless transceiver models HS2LCDRF(P)9 or HS2ICNR(F)9.

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit subassemblies, communicator expander  Model(s) PCL-422 TLINK, for use exclusively with Models TL2803GR, TL2803G IP/GSM-GPRS Dual Alarm Communication Interface, 3G2080, 3G2080R GSM-GPRS Alarm Communication Interface, TL280, TL280R IP Alarm Communication Interface.

Investigated to ANSI/SIA CP-01 (2014)

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit subassemblies, 3G alarm communication interfaces  Model(s) 3G9080, 3H9080

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit subassemblies, alarm controllers  Model(s) HS248 PCB, HS3128 PCB, HS3032 PCB

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit subassemblies, Corbus repeater, power supply modules  Model(s) HSM3204CX

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit subassemblies, Enclosures  Model(s) HSC3010C, HSC3020C

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit subassemblies, LTE/3G alarm communication interfaces  Model(s) LE9080

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit subassemblies, Power supply modules  Model(s) HSM3350

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit subassemblies, zone expanders  Model(s) HSM3408

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control units  Model(s) WS900-19, WS900-29

Control unit subassemblies, 3G cellular alarm communicators  Model(s) 3G7090

Control unit subassemblies, LTE cellular alarm communicators  Model(s) LE7090, LT7090, LT7090E

Investigated to ANSI/SIA CP-01 (2010)

Burglary alarm system control unit accessories  Model(s) LCD5511, LED5511, PC1404RKZ, PC1555RKZ

Burglary alarm system control unit accessories, wireless indoor siren  Model(s) WT4901

Burglary alarm system control unit accessories, wireless key  Model(s) PT4, WT4989
Burglary alarm system control unit accessories, wireless keypad Model(s) WT5500-433, WT5500P-433

Combination burglary alarm system control unit accessories Model(s) PK5500, PK5501, PK5508, PK5516, PTK5507

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit accessories Model(s) HS2LCDP, HS2LCPRO

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit accessories, keyfobs, compatible with Models HS2128, HS2064, HS2032, HS2016 Model(s) PG9929, PG9938, PG9939, PG9949

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit accessories, keyfobs, compatible with Models HS2128, HS2064, HS2032, HS2016 Model(s) HS2ICNRF9, HS2ICNRFP9, HS2LCDRF9, HS2LCDRFP9, HS2LCDRFPRO9

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit accessories, RF receiver, compatible with Models HS2128, HS2064, HS2032, HS2016 Model(s) HSM2HOST9

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit accessories, RF repeater, with Models HS2128, HS2064, HS2032, HS2016 Model(s) PG9920

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit accessories, wireless keypad Model(s) HS2LCDWFVP9, HS2LCDWFVP9 for use with Models HS2128, HS3128, HS2032 when used in conjunction with the compatible Wireless Transceiver Model HSM2HOST9, Model PG9920 RF Repeater, or Keypads with integrated wireless transceiver models HS2LCDRFPRO9.

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit accessories, wireless sirens, compatible with Models HS2128, HS2064, HS2032, HS2016 Model(s) PG9901, PG9911

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit subassemblies, alarm communication interface Model(s) 3G2080, 3G2080R GSM-GPRS, TL280, TL280R IP

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit subassemblies, alarm controller Model(s) HS2016, HS2032, HS2064, HS2128

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit subassemblies, dual alarm communication interface Model(s) TL2803G IP/GSM-GPRS, TL2803GR

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit subassemblies, PGM output module Model(s) HSM2208

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit subassemblies, power supply Model(s) HSM2204, HSM2300

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control unit subassemblies, zone expander Model(s) HSM2108

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control units Model(s) PC1404


Control unit subassemblies, LTE/3G alarm communicator Model(s) LE2077

Control unit subassemblies, LTE/IP alarm communicator Model(s) TL8055LT

Household fire and burglar alarm system control unit accessories, wireless keypad, suitable for use as commercial burglary warning system control unit accessories Model(s) WTK5504-433, WTK5504P-433

Investigated to ANSI/SIA CP-01 (2007)

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control units, short range low power RF and hardwire system Model(s) PC9155-433, PC9155D-433, PC9155G-433, PC9155I-433
Investigated to ANSI/SIA CP-01 (2000)

Burglary alarm system control unit accessories Model(s) PC5204

Burglary alarm system control unit accessories, wireless key Model(s) WS4939

Burglary alarm system control unit subassemblies Model(s) PC5108, PC5208

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control units Model(s) PC1616, PC1832, PC1864

Combination burglary and fire alarm system control units, short range low power RF and hardwire system Model(s)
SCW9045-433, SCW9047-433, SCW9447-433
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